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**GLOSSARY**

**A. Basic Archaeological Units:**

1) **Artifact** – Any portable object manufactured and/or used, or simply present indirectly, from the presence of people in the past (bone bead, stone waste flakes, etc.).

2) **Assemblage** – Grouping of artifacts normally occurring in a single site or cultural level, consisting of a single artifact class or all classes (lithic assemblage at Cliff Palace, total artifact assemblage from Lindenmeier, etc.).

3) **Class** – A group of artifacts believed to have been used for a similar purpose (awl, scraper, projectile point, mano, etc.).

4) **Component** – Manifestation of a given archaeological focus or phase at a specific site. May include one or more individual occupations (Basketmaker II component, etc.).

5) **Feature** – Any non-portable human construction, either architectural or non-architectural (hearth, midden, stone circle, rock art panel, rubble mound, etc.).

6) **Industry** – Cluster of artifact types believed to represent the remains of a prehistoric society; a group of assemblages in one region (Olduwan industry, etc.).

7) **Phase** – Collection of traits limited in space to a locality or region, and chronologically limited to a relatively brief interval of time (Sopris phase, Ackmen phase, etc.).

8) **Trait** – Elements of a culture that are mutually exclusive within a culture, but are not limited to that culture (e.g., incest taboo, painted pottery, etc.).
9) **Type** – A group of artifacts sharing similarities in shape that are interpreted by archaeologists as having cultural significance (Utah metate, Cody knife, etc.).

**B. Spatial Units:**

1) **Activity Area** – Portion of a site or component of a site where related functions were carried out (obsidian workshop, etc.).

2) **Area** – Cultural area, often conforms to physiographic limits; can include contiguous regions sharing roughly similar culture histories (Southwest culture area, Plains culture area, etc.).

3) **Locality** – Spatial unit larger than site, smaller than region, and small enough to permit the working assumption of complete cultural homogeneity at any given time (Canyon Pintado, etc.).

4) **Locus** – Several spatially confined activity areas within a site or component of a site; often used on survey, rarely used in final reports/analyses (5GN402-locus A, etc.) *(from Latin locus, place).*

5) **Region** – A geographical space in which, at a given time, a high degree of cultural homogeneity may be expected, but not counted on (Mesa Verde region, etc.).

6) **Site** – Three-dimensional, single- or multiple-activity area of past human use; may be buried or exposed at surface (Vail Pass site, Dent site, etc.).

**C. Temporal Units:**

1) **Period** – Refers solely to chronology; denotes when a specific developmental stage was represented in a given area (Late Prehistoric period, etc.).

2) **Regional Sequence** – Chronological series of phases or subphases within geographical limits of a region (Northern Colorado Plateau sequence, etc.).
D. Integrative Units:

1) **Complex** – A group of artifact assemblages represented at several contemporaneous components within geographical limits of a cultural area (Cody complex, etc.).

2) **Culture** – Group of people sharing similar technologies, economy, social & religious views, style of dress, etc., and who recognize each other as belonging to their “group” (Ute culture, etc.).

3) **Stage** – Segment of an historical sequence in a given area, characterized by a dominating pattern of economic existence (Archaic stage, etc.).

4) **Tradition** – A group of complexes having primarily temporal continuity, represented by persistent configurations in single technologies or other systems of related forms (Plano tradition, etc.).

E. Other Terms

1) **Atlatl** – “Spear thrower”; a tool usually made of wood and used for at least 8000 years, designed as a kind of lever to enhance the range and power of throwing spears *[an Aztec term (Nahuatl language)]*. 

2) **Debitage** – Debris from flintknapping; unused stone flakes or “chips.”

3) **Kiva** – Subterranean ceremonial chamber—usually circular—found in Ancestral Pueblo sites of the Pueblo II-III era (AD 900–1300) *[@Hopicalterm]*.

4) **Lithic** – Of or pertaining to stone, describes any category of flaked stone, pecked & ground stone, or carved stone artifacts *[@Greeklithostone]*.

5) **Manuport** – An artifact with no evidence of use or modification by people, but found “out of place” and assumed to have been carried there sometime in the past (crystal, fossil, river cobble, etc.).

6) **Megafauna** – Large bodied animals of the Pleistocene (Ice Age) epoch adapted to the cold climates of that era, extinct by 10,000 BP; some herbivores among the group were commonly hunted by Paleoindians (mammoth, bison, American camel, etc.).
7) **Metate** – Aztec word *metlatl* for a seed-grinding slab, as for milling corn; the stationary lower rock slab used as a set with the hand-held mano for grinding seeds, pigments, clay for pottery, etc.

8) **Ossuary** – Type of burial site containing multiple human remains *from Latin ossuārius*, of bones.

9) **Petroglyph** – Type of rock art made by pecking, incising, carving, abrading or other means *not* involving painting *from Latin petra*, rock + *Greek* gluphein, to carve.

10) **Taphonomy** – Study of the cultural and natural processes that contribute to the preservation or destruction of an archaeological site *from Greek taphos*, grave, + *nomos*, law.

11) **Transhumance** – The scheduled movements of nomadic peoples across a variable landscape to take advantage of seasonally available resources; similar to the concept of the “annual round,” and borrowed from a French term applied to pastoralists and their livestock *from Latin trans*, from one place to another, + *humus*, earth

12) **Wickiup** – Preserved log frame of a tipi or hut *from Fox wikipi, house*. 